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THE PROJECT
Engaged Companies is an information technology solutions firm that focuses
on providing transportation management services on a global scale. By providing clients a full range of freight management services, Engaged Companies strives to become the best transportation management company in the
United States.
Engaged Companies found that based on their current and future growth that
it was necessary for them to relocate into a new office space. Located in
Parkville, MO, the new national headquarters location sits on one of Missouri’s most prestigious golf courses.

Industry
Information Services

Location
Parkville, MO

Application
National Headquarters

AIS Product
Divi, Calibrate, Oxygen

Station Total
105

ENGAGED COMPANIES
CASE STUDY
To furnish their new location, Engaged Companies considered
all the major manufacturers during the bid process. Design,
price and timing were three major factors that the client evaluated before reaching a final decision. By providing fast leadtimes, hands-on design support and high quality products at a
fraction of the price, AIS beat out competitors such as Global,
Haworth, Steelcase and Herman Miller for the bid.
The architecture of the new headquarters includes floor to
ceiling windows on each side that allows a great view of the
surrounding landscape as well as provides natural sunlight to
the workspace. To support both the unique architecture of the
building and the client’s vision, a creative mixture of Oxygen,
Divi and Calibrate was used. The 105 stations were designed
in an open plan that provided Engaged Companies with the
most efficient work environment possible.
CLIENT COMMENTS
“Our company operates several businesses under one roof,
with varying work space needs for each department. The AIS
products fit our needs perfectly, allowing for multiple work station configurations and storage options while looking cohesive throughout our space. The finishes are beautiful and the
quality is the same as big name manufacturers we considered
– at a fraction of the price. We’re delighted with how this project turned out!”
-Aimee Hilger, Marketing Director, Engaged Companies
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